We investigated the polishing effect of magnetic polishing liquid (MPL) made of abrasive particles and a newly developed magnetic responsive fluid, magnetic compound fluid (MCF) as intelligent or smart fluid. By applying steady and fluctuating magnetic fields, we investigated the polishing effects of the magnetic fields, varying the kinds of polishing material and the components of the MPL. In order to explain the cause of the experimental results, we investigated the apparent viscosity of the MCF and MPL, and used microscopic to investigate behavior of the particles in the MCF and MPL. We clarified the mechanisms governing the polishing effects through the use of a model based on the observation ofthe particles.
INTRODUCTION
The engineering applications of magnetic responsive fluids require larger magnetic pressure and increment of apparent viscosity induced by the application of a magnetic field, and more stable particle distribution while maintaining the fluid's behavior. It is effective to use the fluids in engineering applications with applying a magnetic field. These fluids are intelligent or smart fluids, for example, magnetic fluid (MF) and magneto-rheological fluid (MR fluid). The apparent viscosity of MF under a magnetic field is smaller than that of MR. However, the stability of the particle distribution in a solvent of MF is greater than that of MR. Especially, in case of a higher magnetic field and a greater concentration of iron particles, MR is quite different from MF, and MR can be appropriately dealt with as kind of powder rather than as a fluid 1
In response to the relative disadvantages of MF and MR fluid, Shimada developed a new magnetic "smart" fluid, consisting of nm-size magnetite and pm-size iron particles in a solvent, as a new magnetic intelligent or smart fluid [2] [3] [4] This fluid is named magnetic compound fluid (MCF). This new fluid, magnetic compound fluid (MCF), is a mixture of MF and MR fluid.
The application of magnetically responsive fluids, for example MR fluid and MF, to the polishing process has been the subject of much study 6-8 Shimada has also applied MCF to micro-polishing . It has been shown that MCF is a more effective polishing agent than are MRF and MF under the same concentrations of iron and magnetite. However, a detailed investigation of the effect of the sizes of the iron particles in the MCF and of the abrasive particles has not been made.
Therefore, in the present paper, we investigate the effects of particle size and the results of experimental polishing by using experimental data regarding the apparent viscosity of the fluid, and by microscopic observation of the particles. Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus for microscopic polishing using MCF.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE OF POLISHING
. Rotating magnetic poie We used three materials-SUS3O4, SKD61, and SKH51-as polishing materials, each with a diameter of 8 mm.
Under room temperature, MCF was inserted between the polishing pad and polished specimen on each rotating magnetic pole. These MCFs were compounded by the weight rates of MF, carbonyl iron (HQ), Al203 and kerosene, as shown in Table 1 . HQ has a diameter of 1.2-1.7 jim and A1203 has one of 0.05 jim. The MF used is water-based, containing 10 nm magnetite Fe304 particles. Two rotating magnetic poles of 15 mm in diameter are attached to the upper and lower A.C. servo moter, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . Beforehand, a load cell was inserted between the rotating magnetic poles for measuring the force imposed on the specimen. The magnetic pole joined to the polishing pad was rotated at a constant speed of 800 rpm counterclockwise, and the pole attached to the polished specimen was AC. servo meter rotated at 300 rpm, while a force of 20 N was applied to the specimen. Each polishing test lasted 15 minutes. The surface roughness of the specimen was measured five times using a surface profile-meter, SURFCOM 480A made by Tokyo Seimitsu company. Steady and fluctuating magnetic fields were applied, as well a fluctuating ones created by varying the magnetic field amplitude at a frequency of 1 Hz. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results using the MCFs are shown in Fig [gauss]
(b) SKD61 in MPL be determined. The determination of these sizes regards the relation between the behaviors of the iron and abrasive particles, as discussed in the next section.
INSPECTION OF MCF 4.1 Apparent viscosity
We investigated the relation of shear stress to shear rate in MCF by using cone and concentric cylinder rotating rheometers under a uniform magnetic field. In the case of the cone type, the magnetic field is applied transversely to the lower plate. In the case of concentric cylinder type, the magnetic fields are applied transversely and longitudinally to the cylinder axis 2-5 The temperature ofthe fluid is constant at room temperature. Figure 3 shows the experimental results regarding MCF without containing abrasive particles. Figures 4 and 5 showthe results regarding MCF with abrasive particles at various particle component ratios of MF and MCF solvent. In the case of MCF containing abrasive particles, the shear stress changes to a lesser degree with a larger increase of shear rate than in the case of MCF without having abrasive particles. This is due to the existence of abrasive particles in MCF.
Since the shear stress changes to a lesser degree with a larger increase of shear rate, the force of the particles is uniformly constant over the entire specimen surface. Therefore, it can be considered that the polishing effect is the same over the specimen's entire surface.
Microscopic observation
On the other hand, we observed the particles in MCFs with and without abrasive particles. Figure 6 shows a microscopic photograph of the extracted cluster of aggregated MCF particles. Fig. 6 (a) shows that without abrasive particles and Fig. 6 (b) that with abrasive particles. The clusters in the figure have been successfully extracted from a colloidal suspension, the details of the process having been described in another report . magnetic field.
The components of the MCF in Fig. 6 differ from those used in the polishing test described in the last section.
However, another investigation has shown that MCF composed of any elements forms the same needle-or necklaceshaped magnetic clusters . The components of the MCF shown in Fig. 7 differ from those used in the polishing test described in the last section. However, another investigation has clarified that MCF composed of any elements containing abrasive particles forms the same needle-or necklace-shaped magnetic clusters. Therefore, MCF 1 , 2, and 3 in the present polishing test contain clusters made of iron, abrasive, and magnetite particles. Based on the results shown in Figs. 6 and 7, a model of the particles during polishing is provided in Fig. 8 . The iron and abrasive particles in the magnetic cluster collide with other abrasive particles on the specimen surface as the specimen rotates. The motion of the iron particles influences the abrasive particles which in turn polish the specimen surface.
CONCLUSION
The strength of both a steady and fluctuating magnetic fields creates an optimum polishing effect when MPL is used. The optimum conditions change according to the specimen material and the components of the MPL. In order for effective polishing to take place, the MCF must contain the optimum-size iron and abrasive particles, which is related to the behavior of the clusters composed of iron, abrasive, and magnetite particles.
